
Parent and swimmers’ guide to swimming the MSSL 

Dear Swim Parent,  

We are excited that you and your child have chosen the sport of swimming this 
summer!  We have put this simple guide together to help you and your child 
understand how a swim meet is run. 

Any infractions of the rules below, observed by the official will be written up the 
official and your team coach will get a copy of the infraction.  The USA swimming 
rules are upheld to prevent swimmers getting an unfair advantage and a teaching 
tool. You can speak to your coach about any disqualifications and treat it as a 
learning event.  By the summer championship all swimmers should be able to do the 
strokes without getting disqualified.  Please do not approach the official about a 
disqualification; your coach is the person who will explain it to you.  The only 
person who may approach the official during a meet is the League 
Representative from the host pool. 

At the end of each heat: The position your swimmer finishes is recorded and a 
ribbon is issued to their finishing position!  This is the thrilling part of the meet 
when your swimmer gets their ribbons!   

At the end of the meet the point totals and the winning team is announced and the 
winning TEAM CELEBRATES!   

The officials are trained by USA swimming and will follow the guidelines outlined 
below. All adults on deck are expected to behave respectfully at all times.  

To understand more about the strokes, please read the details. 

Most called infractions: 

 no two-hand touch (butterfly and breaststroke) 
 Hands past hipline (during breaststroke) 
 Not on back off wall or finishing on the back (backstroke) 
 Not touching the wall at the turn (free when trying to do flip turn) 
 Improper kick (breaststroke and butterfly) 
 Arms not completely out of the water (butterfly) 

Thank you again for choosing the Memphis Summer Swim League for your child this 
summer.  Swimming is a life long skill and, who knows, some day we may see your 
swimmer under the Olympic rings!   

 

 

 



Starting Rules depend on the stroke and are below: 

Backstroke:  The deck referee will blow a single whistle at which time the 
swimmers can enter the water. 

A second whistle at which time the swimmer should be facing the starting blocks 
and is ready to swim.   

The starter will say “Take your mark” at which time the swimmer can grab the side 
of the pool or starting block and should freeze all forward movement.  The 
swimmer’s toes cannot be above the lip of the pool gutter or wrapped around the 
pool edge.     

The starter will trigger the start horn and the event starts.   

All other forward start events:  

The deck referee will blow a series of short whistles indicating the swimmer should 
prepare to swim.   

The starter will announce the Event or Heat 

The deck referee will blow one long whistle, at which time the swimmer should 
either get up on the starting block or position themselves on the side of the pool 
deck to start the race.   

(any swimmer not starting from the block can start on the pool deck next to the 
starting block.  The swimmer must be on the top of the deck not in the gutter and toes 
cannot wrap around the edge of the pool deck) 

The starter will say, “Take your mark” at which time the swimmer should get into 
the start position and freeze all forward movement.  

The starter will trigger the start horn and the event starts.   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Official is responsible for ensuring that each swimmer swims the event as 
prescribed in the USA swimming rules.  The official only officiates the FIRST heat of 
each event, as it is the one that is scored.   

The rules for each stroke are listed below:  

FREESTYLE 

Start: Forward Start – Head must break the surface by the first 15 meters.  

Stroke/kick: Any style may be used; body must remain on the surface except swimmer may be 
submerged after the start and each turn not more than 15 meters. 

Turns/Finish: Some part of the swimmer must touch the wall at the completion of each length or 
required distance. 



BREASTSTROKE: 

Start: Forward start 

Stroke:  
 Body must be kept on the breast 
 Stroke cycle is one arm pull and one leg kick in that order. 
 Simultaneous arm movement in same horizontal plane. 
 After start and each turn one arm pull may be completely back to legs.  After the first arm 

pull after start or turn NO arm pulls must be past the hipline. 
 Head must break the surface at the widest part of the second pull. 
 Recovery by the hands from the breast-on, under, or over the water.  Elbows under the 

water except last stroke before the turn or finish. 
Kick:   

 After the start and each turn, prior to the first breaststroke kick, a single butterfly kick is 
permitted. 

 Movement of the legs shall be simultaneous vertically and horizontally. 
 Feet turned out during propulsive part of kick. 
 No alternating, scissors, or butterfly kick, except as stated, is allowed. 

Turns:  
 Shoulders must be at or past vertical toward the breast when the swimmer leaves the wall. 
 A two hand separated and simultaneous touch at, above or under the water must be made at 

each turn 
Finish: 

 A two hand separated and simultaneous touch at, above or under the water must be made at 
the finish. 

 At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not followed by a leg kick is 
permitted. 

 Head may be submerged after the last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the 
surface of the water at some point during last complete or incomplete stroke cycle preceding 
the touch. 

BUTTERFLY: 

Start: Forward start 

Stroke:  
 Body must be kept on the breast. 
 Multiple butterfly kicks are permitted but the first arm pull must bring swimmer to the 

surface. 
 Swimmer may be submerged up to 15 meters at the start and each turn prior to the 15 

meters head must break the surface.  
 Arms, (shoulder to wrist) must be brought forward, over the water, and pulled back 

simultaneously. 
Kick:  

 Simultaneous up and down movement.  
 No alternating, scissors or breaststroke kicking movements allowed.  

Turns:  
  Shoulders must be at or past vertical toward the breast when the swimmer leaves the wall. 
 A two hand separated and simultaneous touch at, above or under the water must be made at 

each turn 
Finish: 

 A two hand separated and simultaneous touch at, above or under the water must be made at 
the finish. 



BACKSTROKE 
 
Start:  

 In the water facing start end with both hands on the gutter or starting grips. 
 In a guttered pool – Feet/toes may be above the water, but may not be in, on above the lip or 

bent over the edge of the gutter at any time before or after the start. 
 Flat wall pads – Feet/toes may be above the water level. 

 
Stroke: Any style as long as the swimmer remains on the back.  
 
Kick:  

 Swimmer may be submerged and must break the surface prior to the 15-meter mark after 
the start and after each turn.  

Turns: 
 During turn swimmer may go past vertical to the breast and may utilize a continuous single 

or double arm pull to initiate the turn. 
 Some part of the swimmer must touch the wall at the completion of each length. 
 Swimmers must be on or towards the back when the feet leave the wall. 

Finish:  
 Some part of the swimmer must touch the wall while on the back.  

 


